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	The development of low-cost, compact digital storage, sensors and radio modules allows us to embed digital memories into products to record key events. Such computationally enhanced products can perceive and control their environment, analyze their observations, and communicate with other smart objects and human users. Digital product memories (DPMs) will play a key role in the upcoming fourth industrial revolution based on cyber-physical production systems, resulting in improvements in traceability and quality assurance, more efficient and flexible production, logistics, customization, and recycling, and better information for the consumer.


	SemProM was a major industrial and academic research project that examined all aspects of the design and implementation of semantic product memories, and this book is a comprehensive assessment of the results achieved. The introductory chapters explain the fundamental ideas and the organization of the related project, while the remaining parts explain how to build, model and process DPMs, multimodal interaction using them, and selected applications.


	This work is inherently multidisciplinary and the related ideas, technologies, and implementations draw on results in fields such as semantic technologies, machine-to-machine communication, intelligent sensor networks, instrumented environments, embedded systems, smart objects, RFID technology, security, and privacy. The contributing authors are leading scientists and engineers, representing key academic teams and companies.


	The book explains successful deployment in applications such as manufacturing, green logistics, retail, healthcare, and food distribution, and it will be of value to both researchers and practitioners.
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Plunkett's Wireless, Wi-Fi, RFID & Cellular Industry Almanac 2011Plunkett Research, 2010

	Rapid development of new technologies is leading to ever more versatile, multipurpose mobile devices, including 3G and 4G Internet-enabled cell phones. Wireless networking and wireless Internet access are developing and expanding on a global basis at a rapid rate. Meanwhile, RFID (radio frequency identification) will revolutionize wireless...
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Emotion Recognition and Understanding for Emotional Human-Robot Interaction Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence, 926)Springer, 2020

	This book focuses on the key technologies and scientific problems involved in emotional robot systems, such as multimodal emotion recognition (i.e., facial expression/speech/gesture and their multimodal emotion recognition) and emotion intention understanding, and presents the design and application examples of emotional HRI systems. Aiming at...
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Google - Illustrated Essentials (Illustrated Series)Course Technology PTR, 2008

	Welcome to GoogleTM—Illustrated Essentials. If
	this is your first experience with the Illustrated
	series, you’ll see that this book has a unique
	design: each skill is presented on two facing
	pages, with steps on the left and screens on
	the right. The layout makes it easy to digest a
	skill without having to read a lot...
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Hands-On Artificial Intelligence with Java for Beginners: Build intelligent apps using machine learning and deep learning with Deeplearning4jPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build, train, and deploy intelligent applications using Java libraries

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the power of Java libraries to build smart applications
	
			Build and train deep learning models for implementing artificial intelligence
	
			Learn various algorithms to...
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Data Protection in a Profiled WorldSpringer, 2010

	One of the most challenging issues facing our current information society is the accelerating accumulation of data trails in transactional and communication systems, which may be used not only to profile the behaviour of individuals for commercial, marketing and law enforcement purposes, but also to locate and follow things and actions. Data...
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Algorithmic Aspects of Wireless Sensor Networks: First International Workshop, ALGOSENSORS 2004Springer, 2004

	This volume contains the contributed papers and invited talks presented at the 1stInternationalWorkshoponAlgorithmicAspectsofWirelessSensorNetworks (ALGOSENSORS 2004), which was held July 16, 2004, in Turku, Finland, - located with the 31st International Colloquium on Automata, Languages, and Programming (ICALP 2004). Wireless ad hoc sensor...
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